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Abstract– This article deals with a simple Cartesian practical method named blocked-off
procedure to study the steady state combined conductive-radiative heat transfer in two-dimensional
irregular geometries. Using this technique, both straight and curvilinear boundaries can be treated.
The finite-volume method is employed to solve the energy equation and the discrete ordinates
method (DOM) is used to solve the radiative transfer equation (RTE) to obtain the temperature and
radiative-conductive heat flux distributions inside the participating medium. The walls of
enclosures are opaque, diffuse and gray with specified temperatures. The medium was considered
to be absorbing-emitting and isotropic scattering with variable thermal conductivity. In the case of
constant thermal conductivity, results have been compared with those reported in the literature.
The major part of this work is to investigate the effects of variable thermal conductivity on the
thermal characteristics of radiative-conductive systems.
Keywords– Complex geometries, radiation, conduction, blocked-off method, DOM

1. INTRODUCTION
Combined radiation and conduction heat transfer in an absorbing, emitting and scattering medium is
important in many engineering applications such as heat transfer process in glasses, thermal insulation
materials and optical measurement of flame, etc. Most of the previous studies dealt with combined
conduction-radiation heat transfer considering constant thermal conductivity for simple geometries. For
numerical solution of the radiative transfer equation (RTE), different numerical schemes including the
finite volume method (FVM), discrete ordinates method (DOM), zone method, Monte Carlo method, flux
method, discrete transfer method and P method have been used. None of these methods is superior to the
others in all aspects and every method has its own relative benefits and disadvantages. About the effects of
variable thermal conductivity in a combined radiative-conductive thermal system limited literature is
available [1, 2]. For this reason, no work has been reported so far that deals with the thermal analysis of
radiative-conductive heat transfer in a 2-D complex geometry area by considering variable thermal
conductivity.
The method of discrete ordinates used in the present work is an accurate simplified method to solve
radiative transfer problems. This technique was originally formulated by Chandrasekar in 1950 [3], and
has been deeply studied by Carlson and Lathrop in the 60-70’s [4] and by Fiveland and Truelove in the
80’s [5, 6].
Up to now, the combined radiation and conduction heat transfer in participating medium has been
solved by many investigators. For example, Yuen and Wong [7] investigated the influence of the
anisotropic scattering on combined heat transfer in one-dimensional planar geometry. Ismail and Salinas
[8] used the DOM with a multi-dimensional spatial scheme for the radiative part and used the finite
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volume method for solving the energy equation. Control-Volume Finite Element Method (CVFEM) has
been used to analyze combined conduction-radiation problem in two-dimensional cavities by Rousse et al.
[9]. The DOM was used for analyzing combined convection radiation heat transfer in separated duct flows
by the second author [10]. The product discrete ordinates method found its application in the work of Kim
et al. [11] for solving combined conduction-radiation problem in rectangular enclosures. Talukdar et al.
[12] used the collapse dimension method for the solution of combined mode of heat transfer. Lee and
Viskanta [13] compared the solutions of the combined conductive-radiative heat transfer in the twodimensional semitransparent media using the finite-volume method for the energy equation coupled with
the DOM and diffusion approximations for the RTE.
In order to avoid the complexity of treating the non-orthogonal grids for the irregular geometry, it is
suitable to formulate a procedure to model the irregular geometries using the Cartesian coordinates. In the
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) problems, the concept of blocked-off region was applied previously
by Patankar [13]. In participating media, Chai et al. [14, 15] discussed different possibilities of solving
radiative transfer problems in irregular structures using the discrete ordinates method and the finite volume
method. Talukdar [16] analyzed the two-dimensional irregular geometries with the concept of blocked-off
region using the Discrete Transfer Method (DTM). He found that the method of block-off can be
recommended as a good alternative to solving problems with irregular geometries.
In all of the above researches, the thermal conductivity of the radiating medium was assumed to be
constant. It is evident that this assumption may lead to inaccurate results in a media with large temperature
gradients. For this purpose, the present study deals with numerical analysis of radiative-conductive heat
transfer in irregular shape enclosures in which the variation of thermal conductivity of the participating
media with temperature is taken into account. In this paper, a general formulation of the DOM and the
FVM to analyze conduction–radiation heat transfer with variable thermal conductivity is presented. To
validate the numerical findings, some representative results are compared with those available in the
literature for constant thermal conductivity. Moreover, effects of variable thermal conductivity on thermal
behavior of participating media inside a T shape furnace with heat source are carried out.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The energy equation for coupled radiation–conduction heat transfer of an absorbing, emitting and
scattering media under steady state condition with variable thermal conductivity and heat generation
within a radiating medium is as in Siegel and Howell [17]:
. k T

.q

Q

(1.a)

0

In this study, the above equation is estimated by the following one, but by considering variable thermal
conductivity as a function of temperature:
k

T
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Q

(1.b)
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The variation of thermal conductivity with temperature is taken as:
k T

k

+ α (T -T )

(2)

Where k is the reference thermal conductivity and α' is the variable thermal conductivity parameter.
a) Radiative problem
In Eq. (1.a), . q , is the divergence of the radiative heat flux given by:
.q

κ 4πI T r

G r

(3)

here,κ and I are absorption coefficient and black body radiation intensity respectively. The last term is
irradiation that can be computed as follows:
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I r, s dΩ

G r

(4)

To obtain . q , it is necessary to solve the radiative transport equation. This equation for an
absorbing, emitting and scattering gray medium with isotropic scattering can be written as [18]:
s.

I r, s

βI r, s

σ
G r
4π

κI T r

(5)

where, I, β and σ are radiation intensity, extinction coefficient and scattering coefficient, respectively.
For diffusely reflecting surfaces, the radiative boundary condition is computed by:
I r ,s

ρ
π

ε I T r

|n . s|dΩ

I r ,s

(6)

.

Where r , n , ρ and ε and are the position denoting the boundary surface, outward unit vector normal
to the surface, wall reflectively and emissivity of the surface, respectively.
In the discrete ordinates method, Eq. (5) is solved for a set of M different directions s ,k=1,2,…,M ,
and the integrals over direction are replaced by numerical quadratures, that is:
∑

f s dΩ

w f s

(7)

Where w is the quadrature ordinates weight associated with direction s . Thus, Eq. (5) is approximated by
a set of M equations:
.

I ,
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subject to the boundary conditions:
I
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Once the intensities have been determined, the value of incident radiation (G) may be found from its
definition as follows:
G

I ,s Ω

I ,

10

In the Cartesian coordinates system, Eq. (8) becomes,
ξ

η

βI

βS

(11)

Where S is shorthand for the radiative source function as:
S

1

ω
G r
4

ω I

(12)

In which ξ and η are the directional cosines of s , and ω
σ ⁄β is the scattering albedo.
By using (DOM) and discretization (RTE) with the help of finite volume method, The volume
averaged intensity (I ) for any discrete ordinate (m) of the control volume can be calculated as follows,
[18]:
I
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A

1
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(14)

In which (γ ) and (γ ) are spatial differencing weights related to the x and y-directions, respectively and
have values between 0.5 and 1.0. We select the step scheme (γ
γ
1.0) which is simple, convenient,
stable and ensures positive intensities.
Assuming that the boundary conditions are given, the system of equations is closed and defines an
interpolation system relating the intensities at the volume to the face values. A two-dimensional Cartesian
enclosure has four corners, from each of which M
1 directions must be traced (covering one quarter
of directions), for a total of M
1 ordinates [18].
3. SOLUTION OF RADIATIVE CONDUCTIVE MODEL
By using a set of reference parameters, the following non-dimensional group can be found in a combined
radiation-conduction problem:
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The energy equation in non-dimensional form is expressed as:
(1+
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In these equations, λ is the conductivity-temperature coefficient, N is the conduction-radiation parameter,
and S is total source term.
After determining the intensities and temperature fields, the heat fluxes can be calculated. The
dimensionless directional heat fluxes, Q and Q , including both conduction and radiation are defined as
in Kim et al [11]:
4N

Q

4N ∂Θ
τ ∂Y

ξ I̅

18

a

w η I̅

18

b

where, the first and second terms on the right-hand side are the dimensionless conductive and radiative
heat fluxes.
The energy Eq. (16), which is non-linear is discretized using the finite-volume method as in Patankar
[13]. It is worth noting that not only are the governing transport equations coupled, but also their boundary
conditions are interlocked. Thus, an iterative solution is needed.
4. THE BLOCKED-OFF METHOD
The combined conductive and radiative heat transfer in the irregular geometries is modeled using the
blocked-off method commonly used in the CFD. In the blocked-off method, we draw rectangular nominal
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domains aroound the giv
ven real dom
mains (simulaated domain) and the whhole rectangular region is
i divided
into two parrts: active an
nd in active or
o blocked-offf regions. Thhe solutions are sought juust for activee regions.
These regions are un-shaded in
i Fig. 1a, and
a b. In thhese figures, the shaded portion is called
c
the
inactive reggion and sollutions are not
n importan
nt. Also, currved boundaries emerge to be a staair step as
shown in Fiig. 1b. The magnitude
m
off an intensity that enters an
a inactive reegion becom
mes zero and if
i it enters
again to ann active regioon, it is connsidered as another
a
bounndary condittion. All thee simulated ddomain is
discretized into several control voluumes and th
he control voolumes which are inside the active region
r
are
intended as one (1), oth
herwise they are zero (0).This subjectt is shown inn Fig. 2. Morreover, in thiis method,
additional boundary
b
con
nditions appeear because of
o the extenssion of irregu
ular geometrry into the reectangular
shape. So, iin the calculaations, these boundaries are treated like external boundaries which
w
are sides of the
rectangular domain. Theese boundaryy conditions are shown ass murky colo
or in Fig. 2.

Real domain

Real domain

S
Simulated
domain

(a)

Simulated domain
d

(b)
F 1. Samplees of irregularr geometries
Fig.

Fig. 2. A domain with
w blocked-off/inactive reggion

The prrocedure of the numericcal calculatiions for tem
mperature disstribution caan be summ
marized as
follows:
1- Asssume zero vaalue for the raadiative sourrce term.
2- Asssume a tempeerature distriibution over the active reegion medium
m.
3- Callculate therm
mal conductivvity by using Eq. (2).
4- Solvve the RTE using
u
the DO
OM method for
f active conntrol volumees in all direcctions.
5- Solvve the energyy equation foor the active region to obbtain the temp
perature disttribution.
6- Callculate sourcee term by using Eq. (12)..
7- Reppeat steps 3-7
7 until the foollowing criteeria is achievved:
errorr I̅

Max

̅
̅
̅

10

and, errorrΘ

Max

10 .

Where, n annd n-1 denotte the currennt and previous iteration vvalue of the parameters, respectivelyy. In order
to solve the energy equaation, Gauss--Seidel iterattion method iis used. [19].
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5. VALIDATIO
V
ON
To show thee accuracy of
o the presennt method, thhe algorithm is first testedd for a simplle geometry, namely a
square enclosure. Then,, some test problems
p
aree considered to show thee performancce and appliccability of
olve radiativee problem in
n irregular geeometries.
the present method to so
a) Conductiion-radiation
n
Case 1:
The firrst test case deals with thhe combinedd conductivee radiative heat
h transfer in a cavity of
o infinite
length withh a square crross-section containing an absorbinng, emitting and non-scattering meddium with
conduction--radiation paarameter (N
= 0.25, 2.5, 25.0), opticaal thickness (βL∗ =1.0) and
a black
walls. The lleft wall is att dimensionlless temperatture, ( Θ =11.0) and for other walls (Θ
=0.5)). Besides,
constant theermal condu
uctivity (λ 0.0) has beeen made. Geeometry of this
t
problem
m is shown inn Fig. 3a.
Figure 3b shows
s
the vaariation of mid-plane
m
tem
mperature (Y
Y =0.5) distriibution. The results of thhe present
study matchh with the finndings of Kim
m et al. [11].. They solvedd the same problem by using the DOM
M with S
angular quaadrature, diam
mond spatiall scheme andd uniform grrid for the raadiative part of the probleem, while
the conducttive term is discretized
d
u
using
the cen
ntral differennce scheme. In this probllem, we have used S
approximatee with (N N = 40 40) spatial mesh
m
and stepp scheme. Figure 3b shoows good coonsistency
between thee present num
merical resultts with theorretical findinngs of Kim ett al [11].

Fig. 3a. Geometry of case 1

Fig. 3b. Variation off mid-plane tem
mperature (Y=
=0.5) for casee 1; (b.1:N =2
25.0),
(b.2: N =2.5),((b.3: N =0.255),(b.4: effect of N ), com
mparison with the results of Kim et al [11]
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b) The bloccked-off meth
hod
Case 2:
For thee second prooblem, we consider radiative heat trransfer from four similarr solid blockks, placed
symmetricaally in a squaare enclosure as shown in Fig. 4a.T
The relative dimension
d
off the blocks and their
placement iinside the co
omputationall domain witth respect too that of the enclosure, are
a also show
wn in Fig.
4a.The freee space withhin the domaain has beenn assumed too be filled with
w a gas medium
m
that has been
considered to be absorbbing and em
mitting. All four
f
of the boundaries
b
of the compu
utational dom
main have
been considdered to be black
b
(ε 1.0
1 ), and maiintained at a constant teemperature of
o (300 K) while the
inner solid blocks are assumed too be at a unniform higheer temperatuure of (600 K). The absorption
a
coefficient oof the gas ( κ 1.0 m ) and radiativ
ve equilibriuum has been assumed wiithin the encclosure. In
this problem
m, we have used
u
S appro
oximate withh (N N = 40 40) spattial mesh and
d step schemee.

Fig. 4a. Computationa
C
al domain conssidered for validation of puure radiation prroblem
(case 2) four similar solid
s
blocks pllaced symmetrrically

Fiig.4-b. Radiattive heat flux along
a
the soutth boundary of the enclosurre for differentt emissivities
(b.1:ε =1.0), (b.2:
(
ε =0.7), (b.3:
(
ε =0.5), (b.4:
(
ε =0.2), comparison
c
with the resullts of Talukdaar et al. [20]
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The coomparisons of the radiaative heat fluuxes along the south wall
w of the enclosure
e
foor varying
emissivitiess (ε = 0.2, 0.55, 0.7 and 1..0) with theooretical findinngs by Taluk
kdar et al [20
0] are depictted in Fig.
4b. They soolved this pro
oblem by using a new methodology
m
in a complex
x porous andd blocked-offf method.
It is seen froom this figurre that an exccellent agreem
ment is obtaiined for situaations.
6.. RESULTS
The followiing theoreticcal results arre about com
mbined conduuctive-radiattive heat trannsfer in the enclosure
shown in Fiig. 5, in whicch a T shapee enclosure with
w gray surrfaces and onne heat sourcce with trianngle shape
is considereed. The bounndary walls arre kept at speecified tempperatures as follows
f
(Tablle 1):
Table 1. Surface tem
mperatures for T- shape enclosure
W
Wall number
Teemperature(k))

2 and
d3
6000

1
400

4 and
a 5
8
800

6 and 7
900

8
1000

Fig. 5. Geo
ometry of test problem

In thiss problem, we investiggate the efffect of varriable therm
mal conductiivity on thee thermal
characteristics of radiatiive-conductivve system.
c
(ω=0.5), β 1.0 , T
T
and the power of heatt source is considered
c
For alll of the test cases,
10 ( ). Beesides, S app
proximate is used along the
t DOM wiith ( N N = 40 80) sppatial mesh.
If in coombined connductive - raddiative heat transfer,
t
the thermal connductivity of participatingg media is
assumed to be variable as a functionn of temperaature accordiing to Eq. (2
2), there are two
t
related main
m
non6 the variation of therm
mal conductiivity as a
dimensional parameterss including (N ) and (λ). In Fig. 6,
p
In th
his figure, thhe exact valuues for air thhermal conduuctivity is
function off temperaturee for air is plotted.
taken basedd on the folloowing formulla, accordingg to Ref [21]::
k T

7.632

10

+ 9.7005 10

T

1000

(26)

Accordinglyy:
N

λ

k β
4σT

3.3

10

4.4

10
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Fig. 6. Vaariation of therrmal conductivvity with temp
perature

a) Effect off conductivityy-temperature coefficien
nt
In this section, thee effect of vaariation of th
hermal conduuctivity on thermal
t
behaavior of the combined
conductive--radiative sysstem is studiied. In Fig.7,, the distributions of gas temperature along the AA section
which is deppicted in Fig
g. 5 are plotteed for four different
d
valuues of the parameter (λ). In the compputation of
this figure, it is assumed
d that all surrrounding waalls are blackk by consideering (N =0.00033) and assuming
isotropic sccattering partticipating media. It is seeen that connductivity-tem
mperature cooefficient haas a slight
effect on teemperature distribution,
d
considering the fact thaat the value of gas maxximum and minimum
temperaturees increase with
w increasiing in conduuctivity-tempperature coeffficient. Besiides, in ordeer to have
much cleareer figure forr demonstratting the effecct of parameeter λ on theermal behaviior of the syystem, the
temperaturee distributionns in AA section for the maxim
mum and minimum
m
vallues of connductivitytemperaturee coefficient are compareed to each oth
her in Figuree 8. It can be seen that tem
mperature diistribution
has differennt trends neaar the torch bbecause of different
d
valuues of λ and
d also the maximum diffference of
about 4% iss depicted in Fig. 8 for thhe temperaturre computatioon at λ= 0.00
0044, and λ=
= -0.0022.
Predicttion of temp
perature distrribution in the
t chamber when λ is not
n zero is difficult.
d
To clear the
subject in F
Fig. 9, variatiion of heat conductivity is
i shown in section
s
AA . It can be seeen that as thee value of
λ increasess, the therm
mal conductivvity near th
he wall decrreases and around the torch increaases. The
interesting ppoint in this figure is thaat the lowestt thermal connductivity fo
or (λ=-0.0022
2) occurs at the torch.
In other woords, by decreeasing the vaalue of λ, connductive heaat transfer neear the wall increases andd it causes
the temperaature to be clooser to the wall
w temperatture, while arround the torrch, the oppoosite behavioor is seen.

Fig. 7. The efffect of conduuctivity-tempeerature coefficcient on the disstribution tem
mperature in
the section AA
A , for (N
0.00033,
1.0,
1 ω=0.5)
1.0,
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mperature disttribution in thee section AA , for two diffeerent values off λ, (N
Fig. 8. Tem
1.0, ω=0.5)

0.00033,

1.0,

Fig. 9. Varriation of therm
mal conductivvity in the section AA

Figure 10 depicts the effect off parameter λ on distribbution of connductive heaat flux fraction (
)
along the bbottom wall. It is revealeed from thiss figure that conductive heat flux has an almosst uniform
distribution over the botttom wall, esspecially forr high value of
o parameterr λ, such thatt for negativee value of
conduction--temperaturee coefficient,, conductivee heat flux in the regioon near to th
he surroundding walls
increases. M
Moreover, itt is seen froom Fig. 10 that high rate
r
of cond
ductive heatt flux takes place by
decreasing tthe value of parameter λ, especially on
o the edges of the botto
om wall. How
wever, in all cases, the
contributionn of the condduction heat transfer
t
is less than 25%..

F
Fig. 10. The efffect of conducctivity-temperrature coefficiient on the connductive heat flux fraction
ovver the bottom
m wall, for (N
0.00033,,
1.0,
1.0, ω=0.5))
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b) Effect off conduction-radiation parameter
The efffects of condduction-radiaation parameeter, ( N ), on
o distributioon of conducctive heat fluux fraction
over the bottom wall arre shown in Fig. 11. In this
t case, thee whole wallls are black, scattering iss isotropic
0 ). It is seeen that (N ) has significaant effect on
n conduction heat flux,
and also, (λλ) is constantt (λ= 4.4 10
such that foor small valuue of (N ) inn which the radiation heat transfer is dominant, th
here is almosst uniform
distribution of conductivve heat flux over the botttom wall wiith very smalll value, such
h that conduction heat
flux has inccreasing trennd with incrreasing in (N ). By foccusing on Fiig. 12 in whhich the varriations of
absolute tottal heat flux on
o the bottom
m wall are shhown, it is seeen that the same
s
trend as was observved before
in Fig. 11 foor conductivee heat flux also exists forr absolute tottal heat flux over the botttom wall.

Fig.11.The effect
e
of Condduction-radiattion parameterr on the condu
uctive heat fluux fraction
over
o
the bottom
m wall, for (λ 0.00044,
1.0,
1.0, ω=0.5)

Fig.12. The
T effect of Conduction-rad
C
diation param
meter on the abbsolute total heeat flux
over
o
the bottom
m wall, for (λ 0.00044,
1.0,
1.0, ω=0.5)

The tem
mperature diistribution within
w
enclosuure is plottedd in Fig. 13,, in which foour different values of
conduction radiation parrameter weree used in thee computationns. It is seen
n that at smalll value of (N ) which
is due to raadiation dom
minance in a participatin
ng media, thhe value of maximum teemperature inside
i
the
enclosure inncreases andd the effect of
o heat source on the whoole domain of
o the mediaa becomes more
m
clear.
This fact caan be seen easily
e
if one compares Figs.
F
13a andd d with eacch other. It is
i observed that, with
inside the
increasing iin the value of conductioon radiation parameter,
p
n
near
the boun
ndaries, the temperature
t
media becoomes closer to
t the wall teemperature due
d to increaasing in cond
duction heat flux on the boundary
walls.
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1 The effect of Conductionn-radiation paarameter on thhe temperaturee distribution within
w
enclosuure.
Fig. 13.
(a):N =0.0005,(b):N =00.001, (c):N =0.005,(d):N
=
0.01,
for (λ 0.00044
4,
1.0,
1.0, ω=0.5
5)

7. CO
ONCLUSIO
ON
a FVM wiith blocked-ooff method were
w
used to analyze com
mbined condduction –radiation heat
The DOM and
transfer in a T shape enclosure
e
wiith one trian
ngular shapee heat source within abssorbing, emiitting and
scattering m
medium withh variable theermal conduuctivity. The RTE and ennergy equatiions were soolved with
DOM and F
FVM, respecctively. The results
r
of connstant therm
mal conductiv
vity and isotrropic scatteriing have a
very good agreement
a
with
w those avaailable in thee literature. The
T effect off variable theermal conduuctivity on
temperaturee distributionns and conduuctive-radiativ
ve heat flux was studied..
The ressults of this study
s
can be summarizedd as follows:
-In combineed conductio
on and radiattion heat tran
nsfer, there iis always a contrast
c
betw
ween these tw
wo modes
of heat trannsfer. Conduuction heat trransfer is doominant nearr the boundaaries and rad
diation heat transfer
t
is
important nnear the heatt source zonne. With inccreasing the relative con
ntribution off heat conduuction, the
temperaturee of the flamee and boundaaries penetraates further innto the environment.
-Variation oof thermal co
onductivity coefficient with
w temperaature causes many difficu
ulties in prediction of
temperaturee distributionn and heat fluux in the chaamber. Howeever, due to the
t small vallue of this quuantity for
air, the therrmal behaviior of enviroonment was not affectedd by this paarameter, butt in high tem
mperature
systems, thee effect of th
his parameterr will be morre important.
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-According to the results, combining DOM with blocked-off method demonstrates a simple numerical tool
with suitable accuracy to analyze coupled conduction – radiation heat transfer problems in 2-D irregular
geometries.
NOMENCLATURE
A
G
r
I
I̅
K
k
L
M
n
N

surface area m
incident radiation W/m
position m
radiation intensity W/m sr
dimensionless radiation intensity
thermal conductivity W/mK
reference thermal conductivity W/mK
length m
number of discrete directions
outward unit vector normal to the wall
conduction-radiation parameter

q
Q
Q
s
S
T
V

heat flux W/m
dimensionless heat flux
heat source per unit volume W/m
direction vector (m)
source term W/m
temperature K
volume m
weight of angular quadrature
x, y, z spatial coordinate m
X, Y, Z dimensionless coordinate

Greek symbols

Subscripts

variable thermal conductivity parameter (W/m )
non-dimensional conductivity-temperature coefficient
extinction coefficient m
spatial differencing weights
emissivity of the surface
Θ dimensionless temperature
κ absorption coefficient m
ξ, η x- and y- direction cosines

ref
b
out
in
m
p
r
x, y

ρ

reflectivity of the surface

Superscripts

ρ
σ
σ
τ
ω
Ω

medium density
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
scattering coefficient m
optical thickness
scattering albedo
solid angel (sr)

λ
β
γ

5.6704

10 W/m K

in
m
n

reference quantity
black body
exit
input
discrete direction
nodal point
radiation
coordinates
incoming direction
discrete direction
iteration level
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